According to the low alignment precision of strapdown inertial measurement unit (SIMU), this paper puts forward a kind of method, which uses external information with UKF technology to improve alignment precision. By means of building a mathematical mode,l the semi-physical simulation was accomplished. Test results show that the alignment precision is higher. This method can be practically applied in engineering.
Introduction
During the practical application process, airborne, ship-borne and car-borne SINS all cannot meet the assumed conditions of stationary base alignment because of the influences of surroundings. At initial alignment, some disturbs always exist and greatly bring down alignment precision. In order to solve the problem mentioned above, the alignment technology of SIMU at dynamic circumstance must be researched [1, 2] . How to realize the initial alignment with high precision in a short time and at severe environment? This problem is vitally important to improve the maneuverability of integrated navigation system.
Moving base includes two kinds of motion: slightly swaying and substantially swing. Their coarse alignments are quite different. The former calculates the rough values of gesture matrix in terms of the values of rotational-angular velocity of the earth and gravity acceleration, which are directly measured by gyro and accelerometer. Then the parameters are estimated by the method of optimal estimation to improve alignment precision. In the case of the later, the disturb angular velocity, which is caused by swing, is far greater than the rotational-angular velocity of the earth. The SNR in the output of gyro is quite low, and the disturb angular velocity has a quite wide frequency band. So the rotational-angular velocity of the earth, this important information, cannot be extracted from the output of gyro [3] . However, the rotational-angular velocity of the earth is a known constant value, as long as the time accurately, the rotation angle of gravity acceleration in inertial space can be worked out accurately. The gravity acceleration's orientation change in inertial space contains the information of the earth north. This paper introduces the moving based alignment technology of the case of substantially swing, builds a mathematical model and accomplishes a simulation, and finally, shows the results of the swing platform test .
Coarse Alignment Principles of Moving Base
Assume that the latitude of alignment point is L. The gesture transfer matrix can be determined by this equation [5] : = C C C C C (1) In the equation, 
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The equation (5) can approximately equal to
After worked out 0 b i i C , put it into the equation (1), the gesture matrix of coarse alignment can be worked out.
UKF Algorithm
The core of UKF is UT. In the specific circumstance, after UT, the covariance of Sigma points might not satisfy the requirements of positive semidefinite matrices. Therefore, Julier and Uhlmann [4, 5] extended UT and put forward SUT (Scaled Unscented Transformation).
In SUT, comprehensive control to the selection and scale of Sigma points can refer to this equation β ≥ , κ usually is 0. Experience shows that β =2 is the optimal value when X obey Gaussian distribution. The roots of matrices can be achieved by Cholesky decomposition.
When state vector dimension is n , it will get 2 1 n + symmetric Sigma points. These points and state vector X have the same mean and variance. π . C can be determined by the initial parameters which had been assumed by simulation conditions. At the time of the coarse alignment finish, the gesture error angles can be thought of the indexes to measure the coarse alignment precision. The simulation results are showed as Fig.1 . As shown in the figure, the standard deviations of the east, north and upward gesture error angles are 0.25', 0.20 ' and 1.2 '.
Moving Based Alignment Simulation

Semi-Physical Simulation of Moving-Based Alignment
In the coordinate system 0 b i , the gravity acceleration's integral value don't consider the effects of disturb speed of swaying, surging and heaving. So maybe a big error will exist when work 0 b i i C out. In this case, we can adopt the way of integrated navigation, and consider the supplied information (e.g. velocity and position) of several navigation equipments (e.g. GPS, log equipment and so on) as observation information. Then the accurately aligning can be realized by UKF.
SIMU includes three gyros and three quartzose flexible accelerometers. The indexes of gyros and accelerometers are showed in Tab. In this test, SIMU was fixed on a three-axis swing platform. Test used the observation information, which was provided from external, with optical auto-collimation technology to align. Optical polyhedron was fixed on inertial navigation platform, which made optical emission surface perpendicular to the regulated axis line. Through observed auto-collimation light pipe, deviation angle could be found out since the orientation standard of auto-collimation light pipe was a predetermined direction target. After initial position was determined, SIMU could be started up with electricity. The coarse alignment kept ten About twenty minutes later, swing stopped. SIMU returned to the initial position through controlled the swing platform. Right now, the test was over. Fig.2 shown, after swing, the system can return to the initial position fast. The standard deviations of the east and north horizontal angles are 0.52', 0.58'. And one of the upward azimuth misalignment angle is 2.75°.
Conclusion
This paper researched the initial alignment of SIMU with moving base and built the mathematical model of moving-based alignment. Then it accomplished the simulation analysis and semi-physical simulation, and adopted UKF with external information to fuse data at last. The test shows that this method can improve alignment precision.
